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I.R.I.S. Security:
A Data-Hungry, High Capacity, Next Gen SIEM
Two of the country’s most “SMART” cities -- Atlanta and 
Boston have been attacked with ransomware as well as 
many others. Atlanta spent $2.6M to recover from a $52K 
ransomware attack; the loss of city services was destabilizing 
as only one in every three of its applications were encrypted. 
The Boston public defender’s offi  ce suff ered an attack 
recently and refused to pay, delaying trials, payments to 
lawyers, etc. Baltimore also suff ered an attack, disabling 
many city services and demanding $100K. According to the 
Center for Internet Security, state and local governments 
are still playing catch up with regard to cybersecurity. Quite 
often budgets and a lack of visibility to assess current 
security environments are contributing factors.  

I.R.I.S. Security brings advanced threat analysis and 
actionable intelligence to state and local governments, 
education and public healthcare systems. I.R.I.S. also 
addresses the need for stretching resources and strong 
operational effi  ciencies.

Key SLED, Education, and 
Public Healthcare Challenges:
• Highly targeted by both nation states and nefarious 

actors due to the substantial amount of personal 
information that is collected and the typically aging 
down-level legacy systems environment

                o    Schools, tax offi  ces, courts, DMV’s, Medicaid, toll 
                      roads, 911, etc. all drive deep personal data
                o    Absence of the tools and technologies required 
                       to monitor networks, devices, and 
                       applications across on-premises to the cloud 
                       to mobile environments
• Priorities to drive effi  ciencies through new technologies, 

like Industrial Internet of Things, balanced against 
available budgets

• Compliance requirements and standards like PCI-DSS, 
FISMA, can be daunting

• Privacy requirements, especially with older technologies 
in place, are extremely time-consuming

• Higher education institutions face many challenges 
when it comes to securing their decentralized networks; 
the infrastructure is so complex, extensive, and heavily 
accessed by many thousands of users daily -- bringing 
tremendous exposures to the schools

• Integrity of voting/election systems

How I.R.I.S. Helps
• I.R.I.S.’s solution starts with the cloud and our ability to 

take advantage of its effi  ciencies
                o    I.R.I.S. maximizes resources to ensure high 
                      availability and high durability
• Patented streaming database that captures all data feeds, 

in real-time, focused on achieving “ground truth” 
-- the ability to correlate all input for relevance 
and intelligent actionable insights

                o    Source data feeds from older 
                      legacy-based systems to IIoT IPv6 devices
                o    Ability to implement monitoring for high-risk 
                      networks, systems, and data that will alert users to   
                      abnormal activity
                o    Privatizes (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA) all ePHI and PII 
                      fi elds with pseudonyms
                o    Multi-tenant capability built in to support multiple     
                      SLED entities concurrently
• Machine learning model helps to quickly identify when 

abnormal activity is happening
                o    Support compliance regulations and policies     
                      alerting when violations occur
• Capture active directory feeds which allows us to 

dynamically track user and machine activity regardless if 
the IP addresses change every 24 hours

• Achieve additional compliance for log management with 
I.R.I.S.’s minimum 1-year storage of raw ingress data -- 90 
days is hot on AWS EBS storage and the balance of 365 days 
is warm on AWS S3 storage

• A single pane of glass view from all source data feeds 
to track analysis

• I.R.I.S.’s goal is simple -- a substantial reduction of dwell 
time with real-time situational awareness

Award-Winning New
Approach to SIEMs


